
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a fund analyst. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for fund analyst

Prepare and analyze reports to ensure compliance requirements are met
Assist on foreign custody registration process on behalf of the US Russell
fund products
Valuation Support - Retrieving and tracking portfolio company valuations and
inputting into industry-specific applications (Private I)
Audit and Tax Support - Maintain schedules for cumulative tax withholding,
consolidation, puttable financial obligations, and others as required
Cash Management - Preparation of wire instructions, cash projections and
reconciliations
Client Service - Act as a point of contact/liaison with investors, portfolio
managers, administrators and custodians for Fund Administration as it relates
to the day to day operations for the funds
Coordinate and prepare the components of the financial statements for which
the Fund Complex Team is responsible
Support client service role to PCS, Legal, and the Investment Division
Evaluate investment restrictions for compliance testing
Take ownership in the account take-on process and ensure compliance
systems are updated appropriately and on-time

Qualifications for fund analyst

Experience in Fund Compliance /Fund Audit/ Finance position in the Banking
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Very Good working knowledge of Excel, knowledge of Visual Basic and
Bloomberg would be a plus
Adaptability and flexibility to work flow
The suitable candidate will be analytical with strong modelling skills and the
ability to present ideas and analysis clearly, often within tight timeframes, and
with a careful attention to detail
Liaising with a large number of people internally and externally will require
the successful candidate to be a good team player and natural cultural fit
within the firm
The candidate will have prior working experience as a financial analyst in an
investment company, an investment bank or a corporate strategy
environment, may have gained experience within a top tier accounting firm
and will ideally have gained an accounting or CFA qualification in the process


